ABSTRACT. Let is defined and equal to 0.
Assume now that V is a normed linear space. By V we shall denote the dual space of V. We shall occasionally refer to the V topology on V as the "weak" topology.
Finally, the end of a proof will be signalled by the standard symbol». 
Note that the range of p is a field. Proof of (4.9.1). Given 0 £ Y, the measure 0m ( = 0 o m) is ^-continuous.
Thus, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, there is a scalar valued function / . on X such that (ßm(E) = fEf,dp for all E £ 5. Our goal now is to show that |wz|(E) = fp || /(x)|| dp(x) for all E £ S. Evidently \\m(E)\\ < fE \\f(x)\\dp(x) for all E £ S, so that we have \m\(E) < fE \\f(x)\\dp(x)
for all E £ S [4, p.35l-
We shall now obtain the reverse inequality. By Lemma 4.6 the total variation \m\ is countably additive.
It is also ^t-continuous and finite. Therefore, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, there is a (nonnegative) function h such that |m|(E) = f h dp for all E £ S. Let v eY have norm < 1. If we can show that \v /( • )| < h a.e., then an application of Lemma 4.2 will establish that ||/( • )|| < h a.e., and the proof will be complete. By [7, Theorem 20, p. 1141, we have \v*m\(E) = fE\v*f(x)\dp(x) for all E eS. Fix E £ S and e> 0. Partition E= ®" = [E. in such a way that n n f \v*f (x)\dp(x) < £ \v*m(E.)\ + e < £ \\m(E)\\ + (< \m\(E) + (=jEhdp + (.
Since E and e were arbitrary, we may conclude that \v*f( • )| < h a.e.
We remark that in order to extend this special case to the general setting, Lemma 4.6 is required in addition to Proposition 3-2.
Proof of (4.9.3). In view of (4.9.2), and because V* itself is always norming It remains to show that / is strongly measurable for general V when Y = V .
To this end it will suffice to show that the set \m(E): E £ S\ is relatively (norm) compact. Then Ay(m), and hence the closed subspace W generated by Ax(m), will be separable. By Lemma 4.8, W will also be V* closed, and so will contain f(X). Lemma 4.7 will then give strong measurability of /.
Compactness is equivalent to sequential compactness for metric topologies, and so it will suffice to show that a sequence \m(E )}°°_. has a convergent subsequence.
To this end let Y = (J^^E , let T be the cr-alegbra on Y generated JOSEPH KUPKA [July by the E , let v be ß restricted to T, let n be m restricted to T, and let B be the closed subspace of V generated by elements of the form m(F), where F is the finite intersection of some of the E . The elements m(F) will be countable, and so B is separable.
We shall show first that n assumes values in B. Let R = \E £ 5: m (E) £ BÎ.
Then we have (4.9.4) E, F e R and E n F = 0 implies that E <& F £ R.
(4.9.5) E, F e P and E C F implies that F -E e P.
(4.9.6) If |F I™, is an increasing sequence of sets in P, then (J°° F £ R.
Note that (4.9.6) will hold because, as before, the subspace B will be V* such that ß(E) = YjaP^EC\ X ) for all E £S (cf. Definition 3-3)-For each a, let pa be a lifting for ß on Xa, and then, given E £ S, define p(E) = ©a pa(E n X ).
We obtain a function p: S ->5 which satisfies (4. if we have |«|(F) = f ||/(x)|| dp(x) for all measurable subsets of F of E, where m(F) denotes the T integral f f dp. If M C S, we shall say that / is strongly Y integrable on M if / is strongly Y integrable on each set E in M.
We emphasize that the equality |m|(F) = /P||/(x)|| dp(x) does not imply that either expression is finite.
If / is strongly Y integrable on a p-ideal M CS, it is straightforward to verify that whenever ||/( ■ )||xp( " ) Is integrable, it will be the L . supremum of the family !|^*/( • )|Xp^ • ) : ^* e T; ||f*|| < ll-Therefore, if g is Y integrable
on M and has the same indefinite integral as / does, we may infer that ||/(x)|| < ||g(x)|| a.e. We are unable, however, to ascertain whether this "minimal norm"
property is sufficient to imply the strong Y integrability of /.
If / is T integrable on the ^-ideal M C S, and if / is of type p for some lifting p for p, then it follows from the arguments in the proof of (4.9.2) that / is also strongly Y integrable. In particular, let / be locally (strongly) measurable.
Then the collection M, of sets E in S such that ||/( • ÍH^p^ * ) 1S integrable, and hence such that / is Bochner integrable on E (in the completion, V, of V), constitutes a ^-ideal in 5. It is now evident from Lemma 4.3 and from the remarks following it that / is of type p (with respect to V*) for any lifting p for p, and hence that / is strongly V ( = V ) integrable in V on M Conversely, if the V valued function / is of type p (with respect to V*) for some lifting p for p, and if / is (strongly) V integrable on a ft-ideal MC S, then, as was essentially established in the proof of (4.9.3), / will be locally measurable.
We remark that a necessary and sufficient condition for / to be strongly Y integrable on the ^-ideal M is that: for each set E in a dense subset of M we have mq(E)ME\\f(x)Ydp(x)\Uq <^, To establish (5-3-3), we shall simplify notation by assuming that the set E of the last paragraph equals X. Let 1/ S be the net defined in the proof of (4.9.1).
Then, because the function <pf is essentially bounded, Lemma 4.3 implies that p(r/>/)(x) = lim of (x) for all x £ X. But for x f. N, the fixed null set defined above, we have <f>f(x) = p(<pf)(x) for all c6 € Y. It is then clear from the definition of / that cßf(x) = limFeS(x)cp(m(F)/p(F)) for all <p £Y, and for each x /È N. Given x e X, let g(x) = 8 , where 8 £ V denotes unit mass at the point x.
Then it is readily checked that g is strongly Y integrable on 5, and that m is its indefinite integral. Since 0g (x) = f<f>d8x= 0(x) for all 0 £ Y, it is clear that the function g cannot be of type p for any lifting p for p. Moreover, if / were a type p Radon-Nikodym derivative for m with respect to ß, then, by Theorem 5.3, we would have f(x) = p (as defined in Example 6.3) for almost all x £ X. However, the measure p is not countably additive, and is therefore not in V.
Our final example will illustrate two intuitively obvious truisms:
(1) that a measure m can be a Y indefinite integral of a Bochner integrable function without being its Bochner indefinite integral; and (2) that the larger the space V and the smaller the space Y, the easier it is to find well-behaved Y integrable Radon-Nikodym derivatives.
6.5-Example. In Example 6.4, let <pQ = 1, and let Y" be the one-dimensional subspace of Y generated by cpQ. Define f(x) = p £ V for all x € X. Then / is Bochner integrable, and we have fFf dp -p(E) • p^ m(E) for every nonnull set E £ S; however, the YQ integral fpfdp equals m (E) in the sense that tpm(E) = fE<pfdp for all E £ S, and for all (p £ YQ. Moreover, we have |m|(E) = fE\\f(x)\\dp(x) = p(E), for all E £S. 
